
Year 11 TOPIC LISTS

Subject Topic details for March Assesment
Computer Science Binary addition, binary shifts, compression, file sizing, image 

storage, logic gates, primary memory (RAM & ROM),  utility 
software, abstraction, IDEs

Drama You will rehearse and then perform your Monologue or 
Duologue practical performance in PA21 on the exam dayDesign - Timber Practical assessment is being used for Assesment 3

Design - Paper and Board Practical assessmentis being used for Assesment 3
Design - Textiles Practical assessment is being used for Assesment 3
English Language tbc
English Literature tbc
EP Buddhist Beliefs and Christian Practices
Film Studies Coursework is being used for assessment 3
Food Analysis & Evaluation part of NEA2 is being used for 

Assesment 3French This is a Reading and Listening assessment  - module.1: 
holidays, module 2: school, module 3: family and friends, 
module 4: freetime, Module 5: my local area,  Module 6: 
festivals and celebrations

Geography The chanllenge of natural hazards- The living world
History Early Elizabethan England: initial problems facing Elizabeth; 

religious issues including the Settlement and reactions to it; 
Mary Queen of Scots; plots and rebellions.

iMedia Coursework is being used for assessment 3
Maths Higher tier basic algebraic vocabulary/ manipulation

set notation/congruency/loci
standard form/similar shapes
basic number skills/relative frequency
graphs/averages from frequency tables
quadratic graphs including key points
inequalities/ratio/cuboids
form and solve linear equations
imperial/ metric conversions
compound measure (density)
data comparison/circle theorems
straight line geometry/ graphs
area of standard shapes/vector geometry
rearranging formulae/rates of change
cumulative frequency graphs/equation of circle
trigonometry/ Pythagoras/angles in polygons
non right-angled trigonometry
functions/recognition of standard graphs
transformations/limits/probability 
distance/ speed/ time graphs

Maths Foundation tier basic number facts/ application
congruency/ratio/listing outcomes
angle facts/frequency trees/sequences
imperial/ metric conversion
equations/ inequalities
averages from charts/ tables
pie charts/straight line geometry/ graphs
3-d representation/function machines
Limits/basic algebra manipulation/ facts
Loci/circles/Pythagoras/ratio
dist/ time graphs/area compound shapes
similar shapes/transformations
basic vectors/scale drawings
quadratic graphs/cuboids
grouped frequency tables
compound measures (density)

GCSE Further maths Applied number skills including surds
Applied algebraic manipulation including use of index rules
Equation of circles/Applied functions
Sequences including limiting values
Ratio in context/Simple trig. Equations
Circle theorems/Calculus
Forming expressions/Straight line geometry
Factor theorem/Binomial expansion
3-d trigonometry/Listing outcomes
Form and solve simultaneous equations
Use of trig. Identities

Music One Listening Question on each of the six set works covered 
so far: Killer Queen, Star Wars, Defying Gravity, Purcell, Bach 
Brandenburg and the Samba em Preludio

PE Sport NEA is being used for Assesment 3
Science Combined Biology; Inheritance sexual reproduction, punnett squares for 

male/female genotypes, classification, DNA, genes, genome, 
human genome. Homeostasis definition/examples, glands, 
hormones in puberty, contraception, reaction time RP. 
Ecology,  impacts of deforestation on the environment.
MCQ - questions will come from the topics in assessment 1&2

Science Biology MCQ - questions will come from the topics in assessment 1&2
Science Chemistry MCQ - questions will come from the topics in assessment 1&2
Science Physics MCQ - questions will come from the topics in assessment 1&2
Spanish This is a reading and listening assessment  - module.1: 

holidays, module 2: school, module 3: family and friends, 
module 4: freetime, Module 5: my local area,  Module 6: 
festivals and celebrations


